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TOrJMD A RH:ITJSTRUCfm~ OF 

PRE-COL.Q~IAL CEiffRAL AFRI ~~ HISTORY 

by 

Jacques Depelchin 

In an earlier paper on "Class ~ormation, Class Strug
gles, Class Consciousness in Zaire"l, I had attenpted to give 
an overview of Zairian history fran pre-colonial ti.rres to today . 
'!he present paper atterrpts to go beyond by focusing the discus
sion on the problems that historians are faced with when they 
try to reconstruct pre-colonial history. '!he object of this 
paper, therefore, is not so much to provide an interpretation 
of pre-colonial Central African history as to identify sare 
of the major difficulties. This procedure was necessitated by 
a variety of reasons . 

In spite of the nUITber of rronographs produced, there 
is still as yet no satisfactory text on pre-colonial Central 
African history. 2 Furtherrrore, the available material suffers 
from serious deficiencies. M:>st of the studies that exist 
have been produced from an inplicit and/or explicit bourgeois 
problematic . Because these are the only available texts to 
the students , it has been necessary to constantly criticize the 
conceptual frarrework adopted in the above works . Given the 
conditions under which "field" research has to be carried out, 
it is going to be sorre tine before satisfactory texts are prcr 
duced from data collected on the basis of a dialectical mater
ialist problematic . Thus, while criticizing the existing texts, 
the Marxist historian is still forced to rely on data contained 
in those very texts that he/she is criticizJ.ng, hence rraking 
the critical step even nore crucial. 

In many histories of African social formations there 
is a tendency to reduce the pre-colonial period to conm.malism, 
or an era during which antagonisns and contradictions were 
limited. '!he pre-colonial period tends to be seen or romanti
cized as a period during which various societies lived in al
nost total harnony. 3 Arrong Marxist writers this harnonization 
of pre-colonial relations of production has been conceptualized 
under the term ' natural econCJiey'. 4 Presumably, the term is 
borrowed from Lenin's first chapter in the Development of Cap
i t:alism in Russia. Whatever the reasons for resorting to the 
concept of ' natural eronCJiey', it should be rejected on the 
grounds that there could never be such a thing as ' natural 
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econany' . 'Ihe fact that I.en.i.n used 'natural eocnany ' is no 
licence to use it, nor is it a proof of its scientific vali
dity , unless one chooses to use I.en.i.n ' s writings as a cate
chism or a repository of the final truth . A rejection of the 
ooncept of ' natural econOO!f ' does not nean the rejectioo of 
Ienin ' s de!ronstration against the Narodni.ks of the existence 
of capitalism in Russia . 

'1hi.s brief introduction is neant to serve as a re
minder that in reacting against bourgeois histories, Marxist 
historians may often find themselves reproducing the very 
problematic against which they are struggling. In a sense the 
earlier paper, "Class Formatioo, Class Struggles, Class Con
sciousness in Zaire", by its very title illustrates the failure 
to establish a Marxist problematic separate and independent 
from a non-Marxist one. Since ooe of the tenets of bourgeois 
pre-oolooial histories was that there were no classes in pre
colonial history, it was thought that the task of a Marxist 
historian would be to prove that there were classes, or classes 
in formation. It would obviously be shortsighted to reduce 
the task of a materialist history of pre-colooial Africa to 
the oojective of denonstrating the existence of class relatioos . 

Non-Marxi st Approaches 

As productions of pre-colooial histories began to 
develop in the late fifties and especially early sixties, the 
rrost often discussed problems were those of collection of 
sources. 5 Various ways had to be found in order to overcare 
the paucity of written material. 'Ihus , for a long tine , and 
to a certain extent still today, J. Vansina' s Oral Tradition 
was the standard text for young historians ready to begin their 
work on new areas. 

While Vansina continues to be the ooject of dithyranr 
bic reviews (especially, but not exclusively) fran his stlXJents , 
his work has also care under very sharp and well deserved crit
~c~sm. For exanple, any reader going through J. C. Miller' s 
and Claudine Vidal' s reviews of Vansina' s The Tio Kingdom is 
bound to wonder whether the two reviewers read the sane book. 
Their assessnents are so widely divergent. 

Claudine Vidal ' s critique revolves around one major 
point, narrely that the practice of marrying history and anthro
pology produces unsatisfactory ethnography as well as unsatis
fying history. COuld it be that this is the reason for creat
ing the new field of ethno-history? In fact, it may not be 
entirely correct to speak of 'marrying anthropology and history ' 
for the basis from which many anthropologists operated during 
colonial rule required the recognition as well as non-recogni-
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tion of history. '!his paradox was concretized through the 
notion of 1 ethnographic present 1 

• 'lhrough this device, it was 
possible for anthropologists to carry out research and write 
acoounts which conpletely ignored the historical conditions 
under which those investigated fX)pulations were living. Anthro
fX)logists c l a.irred that it was possible to describe village 
life, social customs, religious rituals as if they had been 
undisturbed by the arrivals of the oolonizers . 6 

Aside from the notion of ethnographic present, there 
is a nore serious problem which Claudine Vidal may not have 
sufficiently stressed: the constant intrusion of anthropolo
gical problematics in the production of nost pre-oolonial his
tories can be seen by the way in which it has even stanped 
Marxist scholarship. 

'lhis is not to say that all the work of anthropolo
gists must be rejected. Quite the contrary . It is being 
argued that when trying to use the results of anthropological 
research, historians must rerrerrber the conditions which sur
rounded and detennined the collection of the data. Adm:i.ttedly, 
this is not always possible to do. fb..rever, it should be pos
sible, in nost instances, to detennine the ~urpose for which 
any particular material has been assenbled. 

Anthropological scholarship has not developed in a 
vacuum; it developed according to a certain dynamic which was 
in part linked, indeed generated by the colonization of rrost 
of the continent by European formations . Anthropology also 
developed an internal logic which, on the surface , may appear 
divorced from the above nentioned process. It is in part this 
internal logic that may have accounted for the intensive con
cerns arrong anthropologists for the study of kinship structures. 
It will be slnvn later that this is not entirely correct for 
the appearance of kinship structures arrong the so-called 1 pri.nr 
itive 1 societies as their daninant characteristics can histor
ically be accounted for. 

From the early days of anthrofX)logy , the mark of a 
good anthropologist was whether he was capable of producing a 
theoretical work. A great deal of this theoretical work had 
as its object the study of kinship sys tems . While a large body 
of literature has been devoted to a thorough denunciation of 
the colonial and neo-colonial functions of academic anthropol
ogy, very little effort has gone into a critical examination 
of the scientific foundations upon which anthrofX)logy has been 
built. 8 It is very rare to find a rrerrber of the profession 
questioning the very basis and d:>ject of the theoretical 
e:xercises of the discipline . 
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It is true that the work of E. R. leach, annng others 
(and especially arrcng the Anglo-Saxons) , has greatly contribtr 
ted to shaking the establishnent ' s carplaoent prejudices and 
assunptions. leach's initiative incited one of his fellow 
enthusiastic iconoclasts to argue that "there is no such thing 
as kinship, and it folla.rs that there can be no such thing as 
kinship theory. "9 

But even this critical exercise is fraught with ser
ious problems. Essentially, leach and sorre of his oolleagues 
were sinply suggesting that the terminology might be outdated. 
In saying that anthropologists should go back to the beginning, 
leach argued that "first and forerrost we are discussing a 
list of words, so it might well be to oonsider what sort of 
words they are before we lose sight of the original evidence 
in a welter of algebra. nlO For him, the way in which kinship 
studies were being carried out oould only bring "marginal re
wards". To overcorre these diminishing returns he suggested 
"to ooncentrate our attention on the way that the linguistic 
performance of the individual (with respect to kinship termin
ology) varies as he noves from one social situation to another. 
This, in tum, will require us to pay rrore attention to the 
psychological as distinct from the sociological significance 
of particular words. " ll 

One would have trought that after having produced 
his Political Systems of Highland Burma, leach would have been 
theoretically rrore sensitive to the historical determinations 
of kinship categories and systems. F.rom the qootations above 
it does not seem to have occurred to leach that one of the rrost 
ftmdatrental departures would have been to question whether the 
anthropologist's attachrrent to the study of kinship was not an 
infatuation with the study of what one oould netaphorically 
call an archaeological aspect or rrode of expressing a partietr 
lar fonn of social relation; archaeological, not in the sense 
that it is CX>Ilpletely dead, but that it is no longer a rroving 
force. It is obvious, na.radays that kinship relations are 
still determining certain aspects of life , but those relations 
while individually determinant are no longer socially as deter
mining as they were when they were crucial for the production 
and reproduction of the social and material conditions of 
existence. 

Marxist Anthropology and Pre-Colonial History 

After what has been said about the relationship be
tween history and anthropology it might seem surprising that 
the greatest stiJm.Ilus for reconstructing a materialist pre
oolonial history has actually oone from Marxist anthropolo
gists .12 Non- Marxists will prcbably react by saying that the 
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distinction would not necessarily go to Marxist anthropolo
gists, and they might advance Claude Levi-Strauss ' work as the 
shining exarrple of how best to corrbine historical materialism 
with anthropology. Although a discussion of I.evi-Straussian 
Marxism might carry us too far <May from our present ooncerns, 
it might be useful to discuss its nost salient features espec
ially in view of the influence that his work has had on a 
Marxist like (for exarrple) M. Godelier . The clearest statenen1 
can be found in the heavily autobiographical Tristes Tropiques : 

Reading Marx was for me all the more enthral
ling in that I was making my first contact, 
by way of that great thinker, with ·the philo
sophical current that runs from Kant to Hegel. 
A whole world was opened to me . My excitement 
has never cooled: and rarely do I tackle a 
problem in sociology or ethnology without having 
first set my mind in motion by reperusal of a 
page or two from the 18 Brumaire of Louis Bon
aparte or the Critique of Political Economy. 
Whether Marx accurately foretold this or that 
historical development is not the point. Marx 
followed Rousseau in saying - and saying once 
and for all, as far as I can see - that social 
science is no more based upon events than physics 
is based upon sense-perceptions. Our object is 
to construct a model, examine its properties 
and the way in which it reacts to laboratory 
tests, and then apply our observations to the 
interpretation of empirical happenings: these 
may turn out very differently from what we had 
expected. (emphasis added) 

At a different level of reality, Marxism seemed 
to me to proceed in the same way as geology and 
psycho-analysis (in the sense in which its found
er understood it). All three showed that under
standing consists in the reduction of one type 
of reality to another; that true reality is never 
the most obvious of realities, and that its nature 
is already apparent in the care which it takes to 
evade our detection. In all these cases the 
problem is the same: the relation, that is to 
say, between reason and sense-perception; and the 
goal we are looking for is also the same: a sort 
of super-rationalism (emphasis in the text) in 
which sense-perceptions will be integrated into 
reasoning and yet lose none of their properties .13 

There are two key words in this passage: nx::>del and super
rationalism, both of which were to lead later to the elabora-
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tion of Structural Anthropology, via F . de Saussure ' s Course 
in General Linguistics. For Levi-Strauss, Marxism was an 
accessory tool which oould be used to mveil the hidden struc
tures which are characteristic of all mankind: 

In suggesting Man as the object of my studies, 
anthropology dispelled all my doubts: for 
the differences and changes which we ethno
graphers deal in are those which matter to 
all mankind, as opposed to those which are 
exclusive to one particular civilisation and 
would not exist if we chose to live outside 
it. Anthropology set at rest, what is more, 
the anxious and destructive curiosity of which 
I have written above: I was guaranteed, that 
is to say, a more or less inexhaustible supply 
of matter for reflection, in the diversity of 
human maoners, customs, and institutions. 
My life and my character were reconciled.l4 

Presumably the supex-rationality was levi-Strauss ' s 
Iredium through which he aimed at producing an anthropological 
science which would be above the subjectivity of scholars, 
hence his suggestion that value judgnents (e.g. racism) in 
social science oould be avoided through the use of mathemat
ical language . l5 

In a sense it oould be said that the Marxist method 
is structuralist because it operates an the basis of analyzing 
structures. levi-Strauss also has argued that all societies 
develop arO\md structures which are not visible (e.g. marriage 
as exchange of women), but which must be investigated in order 
to mderstand the process of change in those societies . HeM
ever, levi-Strauss ' s structuralism offers no method of heM to 
go about disoovering the so-called structures . It is sinply 
asserted that structures can be unoovered through investiga
tive work. M:>re and rrore research is thus seen as the key 
to success. It is asslllted that the multiplication of data 
will finally produce a pattem. The structures themselves 
are not seen as the result of historical processes , but rather 
as disooverable through sheer aCCUitlllation of data. Every new 
researcher can provide his/her own structural explanation of 
ooservable and non-d:>servable data. This fundamental subject
ivism and the clai.ns of objectivity (through mathematical or 
<XIlpUter treatrrent of data) may acoount for the popularity of 
structuralism arrong Marxists and non-Marxists. For the former, 
the work of Althusser, especially Reading Capital, may have 
helped to give structuralism greater academic respectability 
than it deserves. As was pointed out by a oonstructive critic 
of Althusser: "While deepening the theory , one srould not 
loose sight of the reasons for which it was established."l6 
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The extrerre fonnalization of Marxism by Althusser certainly 
revitalized it, but it has also opened the way to theoreti
cism, which in the end, may ovexwhelm the positive aspects of 
his intervention. Ironically, while Althusser himself has 
rroved away from his earlier fonnalism, 17 his 'followers ' (see 
many of the contributions in Economy and Society) have pushed 
formalism to higher levels. 

The affinity between the theoretical rigour of form
alist Marxism (e.g. Hindess and Hirst in their Pre-Capi t:alist 
Modes of Production) and Levi-Strauss's structuralism is ITl.1Ch 
closer than the forner \-JOuld like to admit in spite of their 
attack against the latter. While Hindess and Hirst are cor
rect in their demmciation of the anthropological problematic 
which has dominated kinship studies, they failed to identify 
what distinguishes an anthropological problematic from a dia
lectical materialist one. In fact, it could be argued that 
there is no flmdamantal distinction between them and Levi
Strauss. The latter sees kinship as the appropriate concept 
for dealing with primitive societies while the concept of node 
of production \-JOuld be rrore appropriate for class societies. 
On their part, Hindess and Hirst suggest that 

Kinship social relations are ideological 
social relations which may or may not cor
respond to the structure of certain genea
logical relations between individual human 
animals. Under conditions of the primitive 
communist mode of production a network of 
kinship relations is a condition of existence 
of the complex redistribution variant of the 
mechanism of extraction of surplus labour. 
Since this mechanism requires the dominance 
of the ideological level in the social form
ation we may speak loosely of the dominance 
of kinship relations in some, but not all, 
primitive communist social formations . l8 

For these two authors, it seems to be the ideological dominano 
that detennines or not the Cbminance of kinship relations and 
this position seems to be very similar to that of M. Godelier . 

Basically the question of the appropriateness of 
kinship relations to pre-capitalist relations of production is 
posed in the follc:Ming terns : do kinship relations describe 
the actual cx:>ncrete material relations of production or do 
these kinship relations Ieystify and misrepresent the roncrete 
reality? M. Godelier answered this question by asserting that 
kinship relations actually ftmction as if they were relations 
of production, political relations and ideological structure. 
In other words, kinship relations represent at the sane tine 
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the infrastructure and superstructure . l9 Such a position , as 
pointed out by E. Terray, reproduces the classical anthropol
ogical interpretation of kinship systerrs . Kinship systerrs are 
plurifunctional. 20 They are plurifunctional because they are 
dcminant, and they are dominant because they are plurifunction
al. Such tautological circling is made possible because of 
the enpiricist practice of classical anthropology. 

In an excellent critique of this position Alain Marie 
has pointed out that it is not enough to say that kinship rela
tions function as relations of production, one still has to 
explain why . D::>es 1 function as 1 rrean 1 equivalent to 1 ? If the 
problem is to prove that kinship relations function as produc
tion relations then one should explain why these econanic re
lations take the fonn (se realise ) of kinship relations.21 
Admittedly, Codelier was trying to avoid vulgar econanism, but 
in doing so he rroved <Xlll'pletely out of a Marxist problematic 
which stipulates that it is the material oonditions and rela
tions that detennine all social relations . Finally, to say 
that kinship is dominant is not the sarre as saying that is 
detennining. 

By posing the question in the above terms , it bec:x::lres 
i.rlnediately apparent that the question of kinship relations 
(their dominance as distinguished from their deteJ:mi.nacy) should 
be examined from a historical perspective. The historical oon
di tions under which kinship relations energed as specific forms 
of organizing social formations ought to be specified and not 
universalized. Kinship relations ought to be treated as the 
surface appearance of specific social relations . From this 
perspective Hindess and Hirst would be oorrect in saying that 
ncM and then kinship relations oould be actual relations of 
production, but they failed to analyse the historical oondi
tions of this detennination. 

Anthropologists, hcMever, through their practice have 
elevated kinship relations to a permanently detennining feature 
of all pre-capitalist social formations. And it is in part 
through this practice that there energed a picture of pre
oolonial Africa as an arrorphous mass of unchanging reality. 
Not only was pre-oolonial Africa described in that way, but 
it was even assl.lired that this pre-oolonial world remained un
changed during oolonial rule . When going in the field, anthro
pologists were enoouraged to select groups of people living as 
far <May as possible from 1 nodern 1 civilization. If this were 
not possible, the notion of 1 ethnographic present 1 oould always 
be used for pretending that the traditional world was still 
untouched by rrodernity. 22 

Whereas the ahistoric assU!lptions and presU!lptions 
of the so-called ethnographic present have been easily identi-
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fied with regard to what was happening during oolonial rule, 
the sane cannot be said with regard to the pre-oolonial period. 
There are very few histories of pre-colonial rule which inte
grate the onslaught of Atlantic slavery on the various social 
fonnations which su£fared fran it. 23 Atlantic slavery is 
rrost often treated as a separate process , but very little is 
s aid about heM it intensified the cx::mroditization process, 
how it mdeonined the internal dynamics of production and 
reproduction processes of those social fonnations which were 
and were not directly confronted with Atlantic Slavery. 24 
Atlantic Slavery resulted in transfonnations of social and 
eoonanic relations, the extension and intensity of which has 
not been fully assessed. One nay very well ask whether it was 
not this destructive phase which nay have acoounted for the 
anthropologists' focus on kinship relations . 

To say that anthropologists have erroneously singled 
out kinship as the focus of their stu:li.es is not su£ficient. 
One still has to explain why kinship was singled out. Could 
it be that naterial conditions were such that in certain cases 
kinship relations had again becoire detennining? Kinship rela
tions nay have acted as the last refuge, the last kind of soci. 
relations into which rrerbers of the social fonrations oould 
retreat to protect t.hem3el ves and their closest relatives. 

Slavery and later oolonialism had the effect of 
catpletely destroying the political and eoonanic bases of 
nany African social fonnations to such an extent that the sur
vi ving social institutions (kinship systems) were those which 
has lost their determinacy after they had been superseded by 
slavery and, in sone areas, by feOOalism. '!his historical and 
naterialist analysis of why kinship nay have appeared as the 
dcminant feature of African social fonrations also casts the 
so-called errors of H. M::>rgan ' s Ancient Society in a different 
light. we shall turn to him in a m::m:mt, for the nanner in 
which he has been criticized(as an apology for Engels ' sub
sequent errors) reveals the oomerstone of classical anthropol
ogy ,which is errpiricism. 

This has already been .rtentioned earlier with regare 
to plurifmctionality. Because anthropological data are after 
highly descriptive, it is ass um:rl that all naterialist histo~ 
ians need is to s:inply interpret the data in their own frarre
work . Such enpiricism nay have oomte.rproductive effects on 
a naterialist analysis if it is not realized that the descriJ?" 
tions offer a view of society which nay already have been 
fetishized by the infonnants themselves. Thus , whm rights aJ 

described 1 say between people and nature or between people anc: 
people, they do not describe real relations . M::>st of the pro
feri:Y relations described in anthrorological rronographs often 
refer to juridical or legal relations and not to real relatior 
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'Ihi.s lack of discerrment between legal and real relations has 
been one of the greatest obstacles in the way t.cMard a mater
ialist understanding of pre-capitalist property relations . 

Suspecting this difficulty, P. Ph. ley has woMered 
whether "the particular inportance given to real kin relations 
in the 1 prirni ti ve 1 societies by anthropologists is not a Il!{S
tification. u25 Unfortunately 1 Rey did not pursue thiS line Of 
inquiry, p:>ssilily because it might have led to a rejection of 
the OCXlcept of lineage node of production. '!he Il!{Stification 
oould be further increased if one relies on specific fonns of 
kinship organization to construct nodes of produ:::tion and 
reproduction . 1'tris was one of the errors attriliuted to t-Drgan 
when he attenpted to offer an evolutionary view of society 
which placed matrilineal and patrilineal societies in a chron
ological sequence. l-Drgan 1 s error was attriliuted to a lack of 
data, which is of oourse the nost oonvincing way a science 
based on errpiricism can explain its errors . It would be wrong 
to see in the various forms of descent the representaticn of 
various stages of history. One of the reasons why such inter-
pretations die hard may have to do with the cq:parent ooinci
dence that exists bebYeen certain forms of descent and nodes 
of paying bridewealth.26 There are obviously historical as 
well as oonjtmctural causes for the variations in systerrs of 
descent, but they sb::>uld not necessarily oonstitute the basis 
upon which one reconstructs pre-capitalist nodes of prodoction. 
For exanple, the Ltba and the Ltmda of central Zaire are 
respectively patrilineal and matrilineal, and yet it will be 
argued that the eJCpanSion of these n..u social fomations was 
carried out through extraction of surplus labour and surplus 
product from slaves and/or infeodated social fomaticns . 

One of the nost lucid attenpts made to tmravel the 
relationship bebYeen kinship relations and relaticns of produc
tion is M. Bloch 1 s study of n..u social fonnations in Madagas
car. 27 'lhe folJ.CMing can only be an ali:>reviated acx::ount of 
the rrost salient features of that study. M. Bloch, sarewhat 
like Godelier, wanted to establish whether or not kinship rela
tions oould be treated as relations of production. In rrore 
general terms he wanted to establish whether or not kinship 
relations were s.i.nply an ideological representation (super
structure) of relations or production (infrastructure) . 

He preceded by examining the ooncrete rraterial oondi
tions of existence of each gr.oup, and what kind of social, p:>l
itical and ecanani.c relations emerged as a result of tlnse con-

:e ditions. Fran the property relations that existed, Bloch was 
1 able to establish whether these ref::..ected actual rel"itiO:'lS of 

production. For exarrple, in the case of the Merina, he ~ 
that the relations that seem:rl to dcminate were described as 

15 • relations between land and people . This, he argued, oould not 
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be the case,for land (rice fields in terraces) itself was not 
just any kind of land, but was already the result of definite 
transfonnations through labour. In other words, the relation
ship bebveen land and people was in fact a relationship beb.'eer 
people: those who had transforrred the land through their labm 
and the real owners of land. 

This point carmot be overstressed in view of the way 
in which land has been treated in anthropological literature. 
Clame Meillassoux has already drawn attention to the inport
ance of distinguishing bebveen land as object of labour and 
land as rreans of production (subject of labour) . As an object 
of labour, land is directly used without any transfonnation·, 
a situation which prevdils under primitive cx:mnunism. As an 
object of labour, land is not transforrred, no labour is inves
ted in it in order to transfonn it. When land has becare a 
rreans of production (or subject of labour), it rreans that it 
has been transforrred, and is in fact useless tmless it is 
actually continoously transforrred. Therefore, to sinply talk 
about availability of land without speciliying the conditions 
tmder which it exists (i.e . whether or not it has been trans
forrred through labour and to what extent) is to fetishize 
land and the relations that are stru::tured arotmd it. 

Thus in all the African pre-colonial fonnations where 
it is argued that land ownership is vested in the ancestors or 
the lineage heads or clan elders, one is confronted with actu
al or potential distortion of real relations of production. 
With the risk of overstating the case, it could be said that 
such distortions occur in alllost all if not all pre-colonial 
centralized fornations. In these fonnations kinship relations 
are an ideological misrepresentat ion of the social reality. 

Bloch 1 s contrasting case in Madagascar was that of tl: 
Zafimaniry who describe their relations of production through 
their kinship relations. The swidden cultivation which they 
practice has meant that the only way rrore land oould care 
under cultivation will be through recruitrrent of rrore labour. 
As a result of this necessity, the Zafimaniry have rraintainee 
an open kinship system which facilitates recruitrrent of rrore 
mentlers into the lineage, clan, village. The Merina, on the 
contrary are very well kna-m for their highly stratified soci· 
ety which rraintains a rigid distinction bebveen 1 insiders 1 

(o.-mers of the land) and 1 outsiders 1 (often referred to as 
slaves). 

By enphasizing labour as the crucial elerrent in pro
duction relations, and reproducing this enphasis in the organ· 
ization of their kinship system, the Zafi.naniry did not mis
represent the concrete reality. By operating arotmd the ques· 
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tion of labour, Bloch offers a better understanding of the 
relations of exploitation and cbnination in pre-colonial 
social fonnations . Specifically it also opens the way for a 
better understanding of the exploitation and subjugation of 

1r wcnen . 

Pre-Capitalist Social Formations and the Woma.n Question 

The purpose of this section is very limited: to 
establish what may have been the historical conditions which 
accx:>unted for the subjugation of waren. 

F. Engels' The Origin of the Family, Private Property, 
and the State is often used as a starting point for analysing 
the above question. Insofar as Engels ' anal::rsis is rooted in 
an evolutionary anthropological problematic, many of Engels ' 
critics who did not rea:>gnize this were bound to reprodu~ this 
problematic or a derivation of it. M:>re seriously: even with 
such a recognition, it has not always been possible for critics 
of Engels to rid themselves of evolutionary scheroas. Hc:M to 
overoorre this anthropological problematic has been discussed 
above, but may be worth repeating again, for the discussions 
of M:>rgan's Ancient Society on which Engels ' The Origin of the 
Family, Private Property and the State is based, have sl:lcMn, 
there cannot be a blanket dismissal of M:>rgan ' s work.28 

The often repeated assertions that the weakness of 
Engels cares fran his having had 'wrong' or insufficient anthro
pological data <X:Ilpletely miss the nost inportant point narrely 
why did kinship relations appear to many of the nineteenth cen
tw:y observers as the nest characteristic features of the SO"' 

cieties under observation? Having failed to pose the question 
of the historical conditions under which their observations 
were being conducted, an~l~ists then universalized their 
findings. Although M:>rgan did establish the existence of dif
ferent stages, the subsequent practice of anthropology has been 
to ignore those different historical epochs, and instead to 
challenge M:>rgan' s findings by adding 'fleN ethnographic data 
which were gathered in a similar fashion . Despite Godelier' s 
critique of M:>rgan, there is no reason why it cannot be argued 
that if worren are oppressed tOOay, it could be because this 
oppression coincided once in their history with eJ<ploitative 
relations. 29 This may be a very s:inplistic way of posing the 
problen, but it cares to mind through looking at the position 
of blacks in European and Arrerican social fonnations. The 
oppression of blacks in these fonnations has been deteJ:mined 
by their history, a history which is closely linked with Atlan
tic slavery. All blacks who were shipped from the continent 
were shipped as slaves, that is to say as a class. In the 
history of blacks in the united States, there was at one point 



congruence between the oolour of their skin and their belong
ing to a specific class . This is not to say that they beca:ne 
slaves because they were blacks: the oontinent beca:ne a target 
for slave traders because of the particular level of develo{r 
nent reached in relation to the European foiinations . 

Taking the history of blacks in the United States as 
an analogy, oould it be argued then that warren nay have been 
historically in a similar position: they were E>ocially the 
target of entire social fornations , and in the process , because 
of the specific needs they were fulfilling as additional lab
our, they becane an oppressed as well as an exploited class? 
'!his exploitation of warren as the sources of additional labour 
was crucial for the transition fran primitive cx:mnunism to 
slavery. If there ever was a lineage IlOde of production, the 
only period during which it oould have been detenninant was 
during that transitory stage from primitive ccmnunalism to 
slavery. Once the subjugation of warren had been accx:mplished, 
it oould be reproduced without necessarily resorting to exploi
tative relations . Parts of this process will be examined when 
looking at the relationships between pygmies and villagers, or 
in technical terms, between hunters and gatherers and sedentazy 
agriculturalists. With the developlB'lt of nore efficient neans 
of acquiring extra labour (various fonns of slavery and feud
alism), the position of worren will no longer be the eronomi.cal
ly detennining relations for the reproduction of social and 
rraterial oonditions of existence. This staterent should be 
qualified by pointing out that the relationship between vari
ous pre-capitalist nodes of production is of a different naturE 
to that which exists between a pre-capitalist rrode of produc
tion and a capitalist IlOde of production. In the fonrer case 
the subjugation of warren, once instituted was nore crucial to 
the reproduction of subsequent pre-capitalist nodes of produc
tion than in the latter case . 

Pr e -Co l onial History and S tate Formation 

As in the previous sections, it has proved difficult 
to deal with the process of pre-colonial state foiination with
out first identifying the nost cormon errors that are found 
in the literature on the subject. Along with the anthropolog
ical problematic already nentioned in the general introduction, 
there are a nurcber of theoretical and ideological presupposi
tions which characterize the nanner in which historiar'.s have 
written on state fonnation. 30 

It is unfair to single out one author or a single 
work of one author to illustrate a case, but when the work 
itself is based on a review of previous work with the explicit 
aim of contributing novel interpretations, then such a work 
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should be the focus for serious critical assessnent. J .C. 
Miller ' s anbitious and extrenely well researched Kings and 
Kinsmen31 falls in this catego:r:y . It will be the point of 
departure for our analysis of the process of state formation 
in Central Africa. 

By choosing the above title , Miller seems to sUJgest 
that the histo:r:y of the M:>tmdu pre-oolanial states CXII'lStantly 
vacillated between kingship and kinship. '!he two determining 
forces of the pre-oolonial M:>tmdu state are identified as king
ship and kinship. I have already explained in the general 
introduction why kinship cannot be seen as pe:onanently deter
mining social and production relations and not l1l.lCh nore can 
be added here . 

Miller's theoretical and netlx>dological point of 
departure is M. Fortes ' and E.E. Evans-Pritchard ' s introduction 
to African Political Systems. Although he disagrees with their 
sinplistic distinction between stateless and state societies , 
his CM1'l franework is ve:r:y nu::h derived fran that sinplistic 
dic::hotaey : 

As a historical study of non-literate 
Africans, however, it (Kings and Kins
men) necessarily borrows eclectically, 
and hopefully wisely as well, from the 
ethnographer ' s conceptual tool-kit in 
order to explain the thought and behav
iour of Mbundu state-builders.32 

The admission shc::Ms not only the way in which anthrcr 
pological cx:mceptions have determined heM historical questions 
are posed, but also how CXIlcepts like "state-building" are 
introduced without establishing their theoretical status and/ 
or their historical applicability. The situation is even worse, 
for the process of state formation is seen as the result of 
enterprising subjects called "state-builders" . 33 

Miller does admit there is a distinction between the 
concerns of anthropologists (and political scientists presu:rr 
ably) and historians! \'bile the forner tend to analyze struc
tures and systems in a static franework , the latter point out 
that structures and systems change; it would therefore be his
torically wrcng to divide pre-oolarial social formations between 
state and stateless societies as if there were no relationship 
between the two, as if one social formation oould not histor
ically change from one to the other and vice-versa. But why 
should the histo:r:y of pre-oolanial formations be perceived or 
apprehended through relationships determined by kinship loy
alties and those determined by kingship demands? Should roe 
assurre that this is the only possible way in which the histo:r:y 
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of pre-oolonial M::mndu social fonnations can be perceived? 
one suspects that Miller would argue that it was the evidence 
given and not Fbrtes and Evans- Pritchard who guided his analy
sis. But, in part the problem with Fortes and Evans-Pritchard 
is that they also derived their analysis fran the enpirical 
evidence. '!his then raises the question of the kind of enpir
ical evidence used to reconstruct pre-oolonial history. To 
what extent is the enpiricial evidence given not itself alre~ 
the result of ideal and/or ideological transfonrations? By 
itself the enpirical evidence cannot provide the answer . For 
exarrple, if a worker in a capitalist finn says that he/she is 
not ~loited, that does not nean the particular finn is oot 
capitalist and does not extract surplus- value fran its workers . 
E>cploitation, i.e . extraction of sw:plus- value, is a ooncrete 
and objective reality of the capitalist node of production 
whether or not the subjects living this reality ackn<:Mledge it 
or not. 

Likewise with pre-capitalist relations of production, 
and heM to proceed with the analysis of the data . Social and 
political institutions are not sui generis. '!bey are the pro
duct of social relations , and they cannot be given the status 
of a material reality without pointing out that they are the 
product of social and historical transfonnations . Herein lies 
the prcblem. Miller did not seem to kn<:M heM to relate enpir
ical evidence to a theoretical framework. 'lhis uncertainty 
rones out very clearly in the foll<:Ming passage: 

The basic question, for comparative purposes, 
might be phrased: how have the institutions 
resembling the conventional notion of a 'state' 
been formed in the context of strongly auton
omous descent groups in the case of the Mbundu 
of Angola? This formulation is intended to 
postpone the need for a precise a priori defin
ition of 'state' since the entire study repre
sents in one sense a search for an empirical 
identification of Mbundu 'political structures' 
based on their historical experience.34 

'!he relationship beu..-een enpirical evidence is not 
clarified in part because Miller hi.rrself suggests that the eJ'!1 
ical evidence does not always support theoretical definitions 
But it is cbviously clear that Miller inplicitly accepts the 
notion that state-like institutions or structures are distinc 
1 y and pre-eminently the d:rnain of poll tical relations . '!bus 
it is rrore or less assurced that the greater the m.mber of peoJ 
living together the rrore likely they are to develop social 
relations which do not derive fran relations beu..-een kimmen. 
On other ocx:asions it will be a question of unrelated people 
cx:rning together which produces the neoessi ty to develop new 
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systems of relationships: 

The assumption which lies beneath all the 
explanations I have offered is that people 
tended to create institutions in response 
to felt needs, specifically that the desir
ability of contact between unrelated members 
of different lineages forced the Mbundu to 
find ways of structuring relationships between 
non-kinsmen. These relations, by definition 
(emphasis added), were political, and the 
variety of state institutions already noted 
emerged in response to this need.35 

Why these na~ relations would be political by defini
tion is not really explained. Presumably 1 their political 
nature derives from their organizing relations whidl rould not 
be taken care of through kinship relations. Should one then 
assmre that any social relations whidl are not explainable 
through the kinship system belongs to the realm of politics? 
'Ibis can be rejected on enpirical grom1ds alone: cases of 
clan fusion have been docmrented for many areas in Central 
Africa. Unrelated people can easily relate to each other on 
the basis of existing kinship systems. Of course, if one attri
butes a determining role to kinship relations (or to indivi
duals) 1 then it beoones understandable why the fact of related
ness or unrelatedness could be perceived as a necessary souroe 
of antagonism: 

As these unrelated individuals congregated 
about the salt pans or iron diggings, the 
etiquette provided by purely kinship links 
would not have sufficed to regulate their 
contacts with one another which, we mw assume, 
would not always have been friendly.3 

In his concluding chapter 1 the author eventually opts 
for enpiricism: 

Mbundu history shows that, whatever the struc
tural tendencies prompting people to create po
litical structures, non-structural (i.e. non 
political?- J.D.) historical circumstances de
termined which of tbe myriad cross-cutting insti
tutions grew to sufficient size and lasted Ion~ 
enough to be termed 'states' (emphasis added). I 

'!he author then classified the 'sorts of historical 
cirCU!!Stances' whidl accounted for the rise of the various 
.M:>undu states. Ironically 1 in listing the nine various ways 
which could lead to the rise of states 1 Miller falls back into 
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an ahistorical treatment of historical processes . '!his can be 
seen by the way in which he relates agricultural production to 
state f onnation: 

no sedentary state could appear without agri
cultural techniques (emphasis added) capable 
of producing a surplus to support the agricul
turally non-productive specialists in magic, 
war, and arbitration who ran the state machin
ery. 38 

But then he goes on to say that this is not always the case: 

The history of the Imbangala showed only 
that states may exist without agricultural 
base whatsoever if they move continually, 
seeking new areas to plunder as they deva~ 
state the regions where they have passed . 39 

'!his reasoning OOe.s not disprove the agricultural surplus agru
ment. As Marx once p::>inted out, even in cases of plunder, 
there has to be sorrething fran which to plunder. What the 
above arguiTent says is that the surplus did not originate fran 
the Inbangala therrselves . A similar process occurred anong 
the I.ozi, where the kingdom was reproduced on plundering out
lying areas . 40 

The s~ can be said for slavery which is another fac
tor advanced by Miller to explain the rise of states. Slaves 
in pre-colonial Angola tended to OCIIE fran two sources: throus 
settling debts between clans or lineages and through raiding tc 
overOCIIE shortages of labour. In the latter case, the practice 
developed of raiding neighl:x>ring and weaker social groups . 
This system of a<XiUiring slaves was further intensified with 
the onset of Atlantic slavery, so much so that it could be 
argued that since slaves did not OCIIE fran within the social 
fornation, slavery did not constitute one of the bases upon 
which states were built. 

Miller's fundarrental error in listing all the factors 
lies in this ahistorical treatment of the evidence in the 
sense that the factors themselves are not seen as the results 
of previous historical processes. It was precisely because of 
this particular treat::Irent of enpirical data that many histori
ans of the trade and politics school were misled into treating 
trade as the basis of centralized kingdans . Indeed , Miller 
does identify such a things as a ' trading state ' . 41 

In a way, this error is not surprising for it is one 
whidl runs throughout Miller's book. It is related to the one 
mentioned earlier regazdi.ng the strict dichot.orey between the 
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political and non-political spheres . Fran a historical point 
of view it ought to be clear that such a sharp distinction 
cannot exist. While it is possible to identify such distinct 
spheres, historically one cannot exist without the other . 
Even when so-called political relations are dominant, they are 
da:ninant on the basis of non-political relations . Likewise 
with the various ways in which states appear to have cone about . 
A 'trading state ' - assuming there ever was such a thing - could 
not have ccma about as a result of trade alone. 

History cannot be reduced to processes which take 
place when certain characteristics are satisfied, and yet this 
is heM Miller tries to eJ<Plain the process of state formation. 
Take for exanple his first illustrative exanple which is con
trol over a scarce but valuable resource. No doubt one could 
decurrent a nurrber of states and a nunber of kings who control
led access to valuable resources . '!his is not contended. 
What is contended is the direct relationship between 'scarce 
and valuable resource and state formation ' . After all , what 
a scarce and valuable resource is must be historically, that 
is to say socially, detenn:ined. Miller gave the exanple of 
salt pans. From our distance it may seem obvious why salt 
was valuable, but this may not have been necessarily so at all 
tines. 

The value of oarmodities is detelllli.ned by social re
lations which are themselves the result of historical develq:r 
nents. '!he value (exchange value) of slaves in pre-colonial 
formations was different in those tines preceding the onslaught 

Jh of Atlantic slavery and in the years when it reigned suprerre. 
Likewise with other oarmodities whose value changed from use
values to exchange-values: e.g. rubber and ivory. Therefore 
control of access to these oarmodi ties cannot alone acc:otmt for 
the rise of states. At best they may help eJ<Plain processes 6f 
reproduction or consolidation of states, but they cannot be 
treated as discrete causes in the way in which Miller peroei ves 
them: 

The economic value of these natural resources 
stimulated just the sort of social circumstan
ces in which political institutions ndght 
appear and led to the eventual emergence of 
states. A rare but necessary source such as 
iron or salt presumably attracted unrelated 
persons from a large area in search of the 
desired coliUOOdi ty. As these unrelated indi v-
i duals congregated about the salt pans or iron 
diggings, the etiquette provided by purely kin
ship links would not have sufficed to regulate 
their contacts with one another which, we may 
assume, would not always have been friendly . ~2 
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Salt pans and iron diggings , and not the relations 
developed around their prodoction, are treated as universally 
valuable and henoe capable, in and by thernsel ves, of ' attract
ing unrelated persons from a large area in search of the 
desired a::mrodity I • 

Anti-bamitic 

In his introduction, Miller also sought to bury onoe 
and for all the hamitic theocy. Quite oorrectly, he links the 
hamitic theories of explanation of state fonnations with the 
diffusionist school which, in its racist overtones , oould not 
ooncei ve of bal:baric or non-civilized people being able to 
p~ sophisticated artistic, cultural or social and politi
cal achieverrents. Correctly too, Miller points out that while 
the nost objectionable aspects of the hamitic theocy have been 
discarded, the central premise - that outsiders brought "state
craft" to Sub-Saharan Africa - was retained. 43 He goes on to 
docurent how historians in the early 1970s still continue to 
explain the prooess of state fonnation by attributing this 
perfonnanoe to 1 invading foroes 1 

• 44 

However, Miller hin'self does not seem to be able to 
shake off oonpletely from a diffusionist problematic. In 
his concluding chapter he seems to hesitate between conplete 
rejection of the theocy and partial acoeptanoe . 'lhus on the 
one hand one reads: 

Neither simple migration nor diffusion hypothe
ses made much sense of state-formation in tbe 
case of the Mbundu. 45 

and on the other hand : 

Diffusion hypotheses, while closer to histori
cal fact in some ways, must be applied very 
carefully, since the experience of the Mbundu 
shows that the simple availability of an idea 
diffused from the outside did not guarantee i t:s 
implementation or long term success . 46 

Thus as was the case with his attenpt to reject the anthropolo
gical problematic and eventually operating within it, Miller ' s 
rejection of the diffusionist school is not a rejection , but 
a refinenent: 

In actual fact:, the appropriation by local 
ambitious and clever men of someone else's 
good idea seems a far more likely explanation 
of most early Mbundu states. It was thus the 
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idea or the institution which travelled in 
110st cases, while the basic population of 
the Mbundu region has remained relatively 
stable for a long time. (emphasis added)~? 

The idealism of the diffusionist theorists is reproduced, but 
this tine the idealist nature of the theory is conpounded by 
attributing idealist notives to 1 local anbitious clever man 1 

• 

Thus before the state ever existed such 1 local anbitious and 
clever rren 1 fabricated state institutions in their heads: 

Thus diffusion did not explain state-forma
tion but merely provided the opportunity for 
local innovators to change an outside idea 
into a form which they could use to create 
new states.48 

The notion that state fonnation could be brought about by a 
single individual is not only idealist, but is also derived 
from the arsenal of ideological conceptions of the capitalist 
state, an issue which will be discussed in a nonent. fure 
sex;iously 1 it violates and contradicts Miller's position that 
the existenre of individuals in lineage societies is catpletely 
dominated and determined by allegianre to his/her kin. 

Miller 1 s adherenre to diffusionist explanations is 
sarewhat puzzling in view of his awareness of heM diffusionist 
interpretations intrude into oral data. It is rare to find 
social fonnations which do not have sone sort of standard 
1 genesis 1 type of Ieyth which traces their arrival from sone
where outside the plare they are currently living. Unfortun
ately 1 Miller's analysis of this kind of data reinforces the 
conreption of the state as an institution which is totally 
distinct from all others. Indeed the sup:rene authority who 
ercbodies this institution - the king - is seen as an outsider. 
While avoiding one ideological trap of the social fonnation 
under examination, Miller fell into another one 1 but this tine 
resulting from his CM.n ideological understanding of the capi
talist state. 

Ideology 

fure often than not historians realize that when they 
are dealing with history and historical sources they are deal
ing in part with ideological discourses. In his book on Oral 
Tradition 1 J . Vansina explains in detail heM ideologies of 
ruling clans, ruling lineages will shape the transmissions of 
oral testinonies. Amazingly, Vansina has very little tine for 
analyzing the ways in which the historian 1 s ideology will shape 
hc:M he chooses to interpret the data he has collected. Like 
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many other historians he points out the technical, cultural 
and psychological difficulties to be overcare by Western hist
orians, but beyond that there is no analysis or even a warning 
of heM the ideology of the researcher will transfonn the data 
he/she has rollected. 

The way in which Miller ronceptualizes the state or 
one of its manifestations in the fonn of kingship is clearly 
tainted with the way in which ideologues of the capitalist 
social fonnations describe the state. For these, the state is 
seen as an institution above society as an institution which 
treats equally all rrerrbe.rs of the society. Kings are outsiders. 
They are said to be outsiders because of the process through 
which they have to go prior to assuming their position. The 
rituals in question stressed the fact that the king was no long
er part of the lineages: 

Mbundu kings were themselves outsiders, 
removed from their descent groups and 
kinsmen through initiation ceremonies 
which placed them in a non-lineage limbo 
where they acted as theoretically neutral 
arbiters in disputes which divided compet
ing groups of kinsmen.49 

And further down: 

Political history among the Mbundu was to 
a large extent the history of 'outsiders', 
the kings, in their attempts to extend the.ir 
authority over the relations between strangers.50 

And then the evidence on which this ronception of the state is 
based: 

And the Mbundu traditions' unanimous attri
but.ion of state-founding to such 'outsider' 
hunters and conquerors as Ngola Inene and 
Cibinda Ilunga provides metaphorical confirm
ation that the Mbundu themselves saw things 
in this way. 51 

And yet, in another essay, Miller has s:tn-m very 
clearly that the awarent distinction between the world of lin
eages and that of outsiders was not as sharp as he was atterrpt
ing to make it here. 52 In that essay, Miller shc::Med l:lcM the 
institution of Kinguri (king arrong the Inbangala) carre about, 
heM the Kinguri was the creation of the nost inportant clans. 
The ritual was an inportant step toward establishing the legi
timacy of the king over ' outsider' clans. With the increased 
destruction brought about by Atlantic slavery, kinship relations 
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social relations and relations of production were increasingly 
ccmroditized. Whereas originally the strength of the Kinguri 
depended on the strength of the nost inportant clans that had 
elected him, he began to develop his am independent social 
and eronomi.c base by building a st.roog aril!{ which could then 
go and raid for nore and nore slaves to strengthen his army 
as well as swell the ranks of those who were ~sponsible for 
feeding the court. The Kinguri saw his power increase even 
nore with the Portuguese introduction of nonopolistic practices. 

As long as this system was maintained, as long as 
nonopolistic tendencies existed on either side, it was diffi
cult for lineage or clan heads to restrain the power of the 
Kinguri . They had created an institution over which they 
thought they were going to rreintain control, but the increased 
ccmroditization of relations of production led to a nore and 
nore independent Kinguri. Soon, however, the lineages realized 
that they did not have to cooply with the nonopoly inposed on 
them by the Portuguese (with the help of the Kinguri ) • Adven
turers on the one hand and lineage and clan heads on the other 
realized that they could a~ sare of the ccmrodities that 
the Kinguri was able to arrass if they sirrply refused to send 
the slaves they were supposed to send annually to the Kinguri 's 
court. 

Conclusion 

There is one p.rc:Dlem which seem; to resurface con
stantly, nanely how to accol.IDt for the transitory stages in 
pre-colonial African forrrations . For exanple. in order to 
liDderstand the transition from hl.IDting and gathering social 
forrrations to slave forrrations, one must break away from the 
ethnographic practices of focusinq on the histories of tribes . 
'Ihe various slave and feudal formations which arerged during 
the pre-colonial period cannot be l.IDderstood liDless they 
are studied in conjl.IDction with social formations which repro
duced themselves on different ea::momi.c bases . 

It will also be necessary to nove away from the 
stOOy of so-called inportant tribes . In order to l.IDderstand 
the e>cpansion of the Luba and Lunda enpire for exarrple, it will 
be necessazy to l.IDderstand nore precisely heM the smaller groups 
reproduced therrsel ves . Fran a technical point of view, the 
liDderstanding of sedentary agriculturalists will not be IX>SSi
ble liDless one l.IDderstands them as dialectically and histori
cally springing from hl.IDting and gathering social forrrations . 
Fascination with the victorious enpires of the pre-colonial 
period has actually prevented historians from l.IDderstanding the 
role played by less praninent, less visible, but nevertheless 
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crucial social forces , g1:0ups or classes in the energence of 
those enpires. 

* * * * * 
Author' s postscript: This paper was presented to the History 

Department Seminar at the University of Dar es Salaam and 
I must thank the participants for their comments and cri t
icisms. I would concur with them that the criticism 
against the use of natural economy may have been over stated. 
As long as it is used as a residual category it should be 
acceptable. On the woman question I would agree, partially, 
that it is incorrect; to draw a parallel between the posi
tion of women and that of blacks. 
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